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Malach can turn any pool dream
into a reality.
STRAIGHT POOL PANELS—MANUFACTURED WITH 14-

We ensure that our products are
the right fit for pool companies
and their customers every time.
*All photo samples are from our
3D CAD drawing system
(SolidWorks).

gauge G235 galvanized steel.
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CURVED POOL PANELS -MANUFACTURED
WITH 14-gauge G235 galvanized steel ,
CAN PRODUCE TO ANY
RADIUS REQUIRED

CURVED POOL STAIRCASE—MANUFACTURED WITH
14-gauge G235 galvanized steel - CAN BE FABRICATED TO EACH CUSTOM BUILD

Malach Metal & Machining is based out of Winnipeg, MB, which
has been in the sheet metal industry for over 50 years. We are
now looking for new Canada-wide partners to build their pools
with our in-ground galvanized steel pool kits.
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Find out why Malach is the right fit for you today!
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Custom Solutions
Pool Panels

can make it happen!

We offer various sizes of pool
panels, ranging from straight
panels to curved panels with
any radius.
To create our durable and longlasting pool panels, we use 14gauge G235 galvanized steel:
the best in the industry.

CUSTOM CORNER

Engineering / Design
Services

Whatever you need, Malach

Our in-house engineering team
can custom manufacture any
design. With years of experience in manufacturing and engineering, our team brings custom designs to life, building to
customer specifications while
maintaining strength within
any structure.

We build open-top stairs,
closed-top stairs, or a mixture of both (as shown in image 1.4
& 1.5).
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CUSTOM CORNER

Our Standard
Advantages of Malach

We pride ourselves on our
quick turnaround time while
providing excellent products
and services to all industries
across North America and
working with the customer
from start to finish on every
project.
*We also have the benefit of a manufacturing plant located in Valley City
North Dakota USA.

Our Vision
Malach is relentless and committed to new technological solutions, delivering high-quality
products, parts and complete
customer service. We ARE recognized as the partner of
choice in the industries we
serve.

CONTACT US AT:

Evan McIvor 204-895-8002 x 202
emcivor@malachmetal.com
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